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by artificial intelligence naturally occur. Problems with AI decision making systems used by 
governments would be very critical since it directly relates with human rights. We call this kind 
of AI systems by which governments replace human officials “algorithmic law”. In this research, 
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Abstract

Along with advances of artificial intelligence into society, a situation has emerged in which
artificial intelligence is closely related to the real world and legal and ethical problems caused
by artificial intelligence naturally occur. Problems with AI decision making systems used by
governments would be very critical since it directly relates with human rights. We call this kind
of AI systems by which governments replace human officials “algorithmic law”. In this research,
we apply logical inference for conflict detection and resolution for compliance check of legal and
ethical norms to algorithmic law whose specification is represented explicitly (which we call
white box algorithmic law) and we apply case-based generalization to generalize a violated case
in algorithmic law whose specification is not represented such as deep learning-based algorithmic
law (which we call black box algorithmic law).
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1 Introduction

Along with advances of artificial intelligence into society[10], a situation has emerged in which
artificial intelligence is closely related to the real world and legal problems caused by artificial
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intelligence naturally occur. In particular, if AI plays a role in decision making, it may cause
a great harm to humans. Such problems have been actually occurring.

• Facebook had a strategy of advertisements in consideration of race and gender[8]which
deprives minorities of the opportunity to see these ads in order to improve the lives of
those who buy these products.

• The US recidivism prediction system, COMPAS, has been used to calculate the offense
prediction rate of offenders for bail decisions since 1989. Recently, there is a doubt that
racial consideration would be made in this recidivism prediction[11].

• Student clearinghouse called Admission Post Bac (APB), in France allocates students
to universities, preparatory schools, and technical high schools. There is, however, no
disclosure about decision making process. A trial was made to open the strategy to the
public by a trial, and as a result of the analysis, a serious suspicion in decision making
was revealed in another trial[12].

A serious problem occurs if governments use such AI systems to support decision making by
governments or more seriously to replace human officials which make such decisions. We call this
kind of AI systems by which governments replace human officials “algorithmic law” since these
decisions made by the AI system will be legally effective to enforce people. Along with frequent
uses of such AI systems, algorithmic law will be a great matter for civil rights. Therefore, civil
control of algorithmic law should be prepared urgently. One way to solve these problems is
to let governments to monitor such AI systems by themselves but the check for these decision
making might be loosely done. So more effective way is to expose such AI systems to the
public, especially for AI decision making systems used by governments. In fact, in France, a
lawsuit has been invoked to require government agencies to publish a source program of the
algorithmic law, and as a result, various software source was released[13].

However, even if a source program is published, there is a serious technical problem for
checking compliance of the law; Currently, analysis of software code is done manually. Ac-
cording to increasing number of such software, it would be very difficult to find a problem
by humans. For this reason, in this project, we develop methods of compliance check for al-
gorithmic law. Our original goal was to develop automatic compliance check of “white box
algorithmic law” which has a clear specification of the algorithm. To do this, we extend our
proof procedure of abductive logic programming[7] to infer which hypothetical situations lead
to violation. However, due to advance of deep learning technology, there would be a possibility
of using neural-based algorithmic law for decision making so we decide to consider this type of
algorithmic law (we call it here “black box algorithmic law”) as well. One possible approach
for “black box algorithmic law” is that we induce logical rules from the algorithm in order to
make it “white box algorithmic law” and then use the above compliance check method for a
derived “white box algorithm law”. However, it would be costly to get all the logical rules and
actually only we have to accomplish is to find a part of algorithm violating with legal/ethical
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rules. Therefore, instead of making “black box algorithm law” into “white box algorithm law”,
every time we find a violated case, we generalize violated cases to avoid further violation using
case-based learning.

There have been various proposals for compliance check[9, 5, 2, 4, 3] for “white box algorith-
mic law”. [9] takes an approach in that they check compliance during execution dynamically
whereas we take a different approach for static compliance check from specification. [5] checks
whether a set of execution traces violate compliance rules or not. So, the check is not overall
but only for a set of the concrete cases. On the other hand, our proposal checks all the situa-
tions and detect all the possible violated situations. [2] checks whether an incomplete execution
trace in business process violates compliance rules which are represented as integrity constraints
by completing incomplete execution using abduction. Our approach also uses abduction but
we use abduction for the different purpose to represent a violated case. In [4], we propose
an ODRL (the Open Digital Rights Language) regulatory compliance profile that can be used
to model both regulatory requirements in terms of deontic concepts (permissions, prohibitions,
obligations and dispensations), and business policies in the forms of sets of permissions required
to execute the policy. The ODRL policies are subsequently translated into ASP rules, which
not only cater for automatic compliance checking, but also for non-compliance detection and
explanation for a concrete execution trace. So it has the same problem as[5]. [3] uses natu-
ral language processing to suggest problematic clauses in privacy policies which would not be
compliant GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). However, the work is based on deep
learning based NLP so there would be no guarantee for finding all the problematic clauses.

About compliance check for black box algorithmic laws, on the other hand, although there
are researchers discussing discrimination or biases in deep neural network, compliance check
for black box algorithmic laws in general has not been addressed, so our approach seem to be
the initial proposal for such black box algorithms.

2 White Box Approach

2.1 Overview of the Approach

The system architecture of our compliance check for “white box algorithimic law” can be seen
at Fig. 1. We translate a specification of the AI system implementing algorithmic law into a
logical formula. We assume that there will be a rigorous specification of the AI system. Once
we have a rigorous specification, it would be easy to translate it into a logical formula. We
also formalize a situation of violation as an integrity constraint in logic programming. If there
is a violation of constraints, we could trace logical reasoning step and identify which part of
the specification is a source of violating the constraints. Once we find a conflict, we manually
revise the specification of the AI system. We iterate this process until no violations find then
we use this compliant algorithm for normal processing of decision making.

We also assume that there is an ontological knowledge which relates basic operation in the
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algorithmic law with predicates in integrity constraints. Then, we will check compliance of
algorithmic law as follows:

• Firstly, we translate integrity constraints into a rule with the head of the rule as violation(...).

• We also add all the facts as abducibles so that we do not specify any variables except
variables which must be different.

• We then call a query evaluation procedure of abductive logic programming with a goal of
violation(...).

• If there is a set of assumptions returned with the success of the goal violation(...),
then the set of assumptions shows an uncompliant case.

Figure 1: The Architecture for White Box Algorithmic Law

2.2 A Semantics of Abductive Framework

We mainly follow the definition of abductive framework in [7], but we modify it slightly for
notational conveniences. Firstly, we define a rule and an integrity constraint.

Definition 1 Let H be an atom, and L1, ..., Lm(m ≥ 0) be literals each of which is an atom or
a negated atom of the form ∼B. A rule is of the form:

H ⇐ L1, L2, ..., Lm.

We call H the head of the rule and L1, ..., Lm the body of the rule. Let R be a rule. head(R),
body(R) and pos(R) denote the head of R, the set of literals in the body of R and the set of
positive literals in body(R) respectively.
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Definition 2 Let L1, ..., Lm(m ≥ 0) be literals. An integrity constraint is of the form:

⊥ ⇐ L1, L2, ..., Lm.

For a given program (with integrity constraints), we define a stable model (in other words,
answer set) as follows.

Definition 3 Let T be a logic program and ΠT be a set of ground rules obtained by replacing
all variables in each rule in T by every element of its Herbrand universe1. Let M be a set of
ground atoms from ΠT and ΠM

T be the following (possibly infinite) program.

ΠM
T = {H ⇐ B1, ..., Bk| H ⇐ B1, ..., Bk,∼A1, ...,∼Am ∈ ΠT

and Ai ̸∈ M for each i = 1, ...,m.}
Let min(ΠM

T ) be the least model of ΠM
T . A stable model for a logic program T is M iff M =

min(ΠM
T ) and ⊥ ̸∈ M .

This definition gives a stable model of T which satisfies all integrity constraints. We say that
T is consistent if there exists a stable model for T .

Now, we define an abductive framework.

Definition 4 An abductive framework is a pair ⟨T,A⟩ where A is a set of predicate symbols,
called abducible predicates and T is a set of rules each of whose head is not in A.

We call a set of all ground atoms for predicates in A abducibles.
Now, we define a semantics of an abductive framework.

Definition 5 Let ⟨T,A⟩ be an abductive framework and Θ be a set of abducibles. A generalized
stable model M(Θ) is a stable model of T ∪ {H ⇐ |H ∈ Θ}.

We say that ⟨T,A⟩ is consistent if there exists a generalized stable model M(Θ) for some Θ.

2.3 Compliance Check Method using Abductive Framework

Before showing our query evaluation method, we need the following definitions. Let l be a
literal. Then, l̃ denotes the complement of l.

Definition 6 Let T be a logic program. A set of resolvents w.r.t. a literal l and T , resolve(l, T )
is the following set of rules:

resolve(l, T ) =
{(⊥⇐L1, ..., Lk)θ| l is negative and

H⇐L1, ..., Lk ∈ T and l̃ = Hθ by the most general unifier, θ}∪
{(H⇐L1, ..., Li−1, Li+1, ..., Lk)θ|

H⇐L1, ..., Lk ∈ T and l = Liθ by the most general unifier, θ}
1We assume that we virtually have infinite number of constants in T
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The first set of resolvents are for negation as failure and the second set of resolvents corresponds
with “forward” evaluation of the rule introduced in [6].

Definition 7 Let T be a logic program. A set of deleted rules w.r.t. a literal l and T , del(l, T ),
is the following set of rules:

del(l, T ) = {(H⇐L1, ..., Lk)θ|
H⇐L1, ..., Lk ∈ T and l̃ = Liθ by the most general unifier, θ}

Our query evaluation procedure consists of 4 subprocedures, derive(p,∆), literal con(l,∆),
rule con(R,∆) and deleted con(R,∆) where p is a non-abducible atom and ∆ is a set of literals
already assumed and l is a literal and R is a rule.

derive(p,∆) returns a ground substitution for the variables in p and a set of literals. This
set of literals is a union of ∆ and literals newly assumed during execution of the subprocedure.

The subprocedures have a select operation and a fail operation. The select operation
expresses a nondeterministic choice among alternatives. The fail operation expresses immediate
termination of an execution with failure. Therefore, a subprocedure succeeds when its inner
calls of subprocedures do not encounter fail. We say a subprocedure succeeds with (θ and) ∆
when the subprocedure successfully returns (θ and) ∆.

The informal specification of the 4 subprocedures is as follows.

1. derive(p,∆) searches a rule R of p in a program T whose body can be made true with a
substitution θ under a set of assumptions ∆. To show that every literal in the body can
be made true, we call derive for non-abducible positive literals in the body. Then, we
check the consistency of other literals in the body with T and ∆.

2. literal con(l,∆) checks the consistency of a literal l with T and ∆. To show the consis-
tency for assuming l, we add l to ∆; then, we check the consistency of resolvents and
deleted rules w.r.t. l and T .

3. rule con(R,∆) checks the consistency of a rule R with T and ∆. We can prove the
consistency by showing that either a literal in body(R) can be falsified or body(R) can be
made true and head(R) consistent.

This procedure can also be used to check integrity for rule addition.

4. deleted con(R,∆) checks if a deletion of R does not cause any contradictions with T and
∆. To show the consistency of the implicit deletion of R, it is sufficient to prove that the
head of R can be made either true or false.

2.3.1 Subprocedure derive

derive(p,∆)
p: a non-abducible atom; ∆: a set of literals
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begin
if p is ground and p ∈ ∆ then return (ε,∆)
elseif p is ground and ∼p ∈ ∆ then fail
else
begin
select R ∈ T s.t. head(R)θ = pθ
if such a rule is not found then fail
∆0 := ∆ and θ0 := θ and i := 0
for every l ∈ pos(Rθi) do
if derive(l,∆i) succeeds with (σi,∆i+1)
then θi+1 := θiσi and i := i+ 1 and continue

δ := θi
for every l ∈ abd(Rδ) ∪ neg(Rδ) do
if literal con(l,∆i) succeeds with ∆i+1

then i := i+ 1 and continue
if literal con(pδ,∆i) succeeds with ∆′

then return (δ,∆′)
end

end (derive)

2.3.2 Subprocedure literal con

literal con(l,∆)
l: a literal; ∆: a set of literals
begin

if l ∈ ∆ then return ∆
elseif l = ⊥ or l̃ ∈ ∆ then fail
else
begin
∆0 := {l} ∪∆, i := 0
for every R ∈ resolve(l, T ) do
if rule con(R,∆i) succeeds with ∆i+1

then i := i+ 1 and continue
for every R ∈ del(l, T ) do
if deleted con(R,∆i) succeeds with ∆i+1

then i := i+ 1 and continue
end
return ∆i

end (literal con)
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2.3.3 Subprocedure rule con

rule con(R,∆) R: rule; ∆: set of literals
begin

∆0 := ∆, i := 0
select (a) or (b)
(a) select l ∈ body(R)
if l is positive or abducible and
literal con(l̃,∆i) succeeds with ∆i+1

then i := i+ 1 and continue
elseif l is negative and
derive(l̃,∆) succeeds with (ε,∆i+1)
then i := i+ 1 and continue

(b) ∆0
i := ∆i, j := 0

for every p ∈ pos(R) do
if derive(p,∆j

i ) succeeds with (ε,∆j+1
i )

then j := j + 1 and continue
for every l ∈ abd(R) ∪ neg(R) do
if literal con(l,∆j

i ) succeeds with ∆j+1
i

then j := j + 1 and continue
if literal con(head(R),∆j

i ) succeeds with ∆i+1

then i := i+ 1 and continue
return ∆i

end (rule con)

2.3.4 Subprocedure deleted con

deleted con(R,∆) R: rule; ∆: set of literals
begin

∆0 := ∆, i := 0
select (a) or (b)
(a) if derive(head(R),∆i) succeeds with (ε,∆i+1)
then i := i+ 1 and continue

(b) if literal con(∼head(R),∆i) succeeds with ∆i+1

then i := i+ 1 and continue
return ∆i

end (deleted con)

Theorem 1 (Correctness for Query Evaluation)
Suppose derive(p, {}) succeeds with (θ,∆). Then, there exists a generalized stable model M(Θ)
for T such that abd(∆) ⊆ Θ and M(Θ) |= pθ.
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2.4 Examples

We give the following four examples for compliance check.

1. Checking GDPR article 6-(a).

2. Checking discrimination of driver’s license qualification according to eye sight.

3. Checking discrimination of marriage qualification according to gender.

4. Checking discrimination of loan acceptance with gender and annual salary.

2.4.1 GDPR

In GDPR article 6-(a) says that “Processing shall be lawful only if and to the extent that at
least one of the following applies: (a) the data subject has given consent to the processing of
his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes.” We represent the violation of 6-(a)
as follows:

violation(C) <=

transfer(ControllerOrProcessor,personal_data(DataSubject,Data),ThirdParty),

not(get_consent(DataSubject,ConrollerOrProcessor)).

In this example, there are three methods to get consents (interaction1,interaction2,interaction3)
and we assume that we know in advance that only interaction2 and interaction3 satisfies
getting true consent.

/* Ontological Knowledge about Consent*/

get_consent(CorP,DS) <= interaction1(CorP,DS).

get_consent(CorP,DS) <= interaction2(CorP,DS).

We also have the following definitions of each interaction.

transfer(CorP,personal_data(DS,DT),TP)<=

controller_or_processor(CorP),

personal_data(DS,DT),

third_party(TP),

interaction(CorP,DS),

transfer_act(CorP,personal_data(DS,DT),TP).

interaction(CorP,DS) <= interaction1(CorP,DS).

interaction(CorP,DS) <= interaction2(CorP,DS).

interaction(CorP,DS) <= interaction3(CorP,DS).
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/* The last interaction is in an opt-in manner to get a consent */

interaction1(CorP,DS) <=

ask_click_permission_button(CorP,DS).

interaction2(CorP,DS) <=

ask_send_an_email_consent_to_c_or_p(CorP,DS).

interaction3(CorP,DS) <=

ask_to_reject_if_not_consent(CorP,DS).

We also need a hypothetical case description which is implemented as abducibles for fact
predicates.

/* abduce all the fact without instantiation */

controller_or_processor(CorP) <= abd(controller_or_processor(CorP)).

personal_data(DS,DT) <= abd(personal_data(DS,DT)).

third_party(TP) <= abd(third_party(TP)).

ask_click_permission_button(CorP,DS) <=

abd(ask_click_permission_button(CorP,DS)).

ask_send_an_email_consent_to_c_or_p(CorP,DS) <=

abd(ask_send_an_email_consent_to_c_or_p(CorP,DS)).

ask_to_reject_if_not_consent(CorP,DS) <=

abd(ask_to_reject_if_not_consent(CorP,DS)).

transfer_act(CorP,personal_data(DS,DT),TP) <=

abd(transfer_act(CorP,personal_data(DS,DT),TP)).

By asking violation(C), we get the following output:

violation(_806)

transfer(_824,personal_data(_832,_834),_828)

transfer_act(_824,personal_data(_832,_834),_828)

transfer_act*(_824,personal_data(_832,_834),_828)

interaction(_824,_832)

interaction3(_824,_832)

ask_to_reject_if_not_consent(_824,_832)

ask_to_reject_if_not_consent*(_824,_832)

third_party(_828)

third_party*(_828)

personal_data(_832,_834)

personal_data*(_832,_834)

controller_or_processor(_824)

controller_or_processor*(_824)

This means that interaction3 violates GDPR 6-(a).
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2.4.2 Driver License Qualification

This example shows discrimination detection in the context of driver’s license qualification. In
this case, we need to compare two individuals (we use two constants ’a’ and ’b’ to represent two
individuals in the program below) with different values of property (eyesight) to get different
results and the system automatically detect such discrimination. Then, humans will check
whether this distinction due to the property is reasonable or not and if it is not reasonable, it
is regarded as discrimination. In this example, the distinguishing property is eyesight.

violation(C) <=

different(Property,P1,P2),

decision(C,P1,R1),

decision(C,P2,R2),

call(\+(R1=R2)).

decision(driver_license,X,accept) <=

property(eyesight,X,normal).

decision(driver_license,X,reject) <=

property(eyesight,X,narrow).

different(eyesight,P1,P2) <=

property(eyesight,P1,normal),

property(eyesight,P2,narrow).

property(eyesight,a,normal) <= true.

property(eyesight,b,narrow) <= true.

Output is as follows. Abductive logic programming system detects that there is a violation of
equivalence according to eyesight where ’a’ is rejected for driver’s license but ’b’ is rejected.
Then humans will decide whether this distinction is reasonable or not.

violation(driver_license)

different(eyesight,a,b)

decision(driver_license,b,reject)

property(eyesight,b,narrow)

decision(driver_license,a,accept)

property(eyesight,a,normal)

2.4.3 Marriage Qualification

This example shows discrimination detection in the context of marriage qualification for in-
dividuals. We assume that there are three genders; male, female and other where male and
female genders are allowed to get married but not other gender.

In this case, we need to compare three individuals (we use three constants ’a’, ’b’ and ’c’ to
represent three individuals in the program below) with different values of property (gender) to
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get different results and the system automatically detects such discrimination. Then, humans
will check whether this distinction due to the property is reasonable or not and if it is not
reasonable, it is regarded as discrimination. In this example, the distinguishing property is
gender.

violation(C) <=

different(Property,P1,P2),

decision(C,P1,R1),

decision(C,P2,R2),

call(\+(R1=R2)).

decision(marriage,X,accept) <=

property(gender,X,male).

decision(marriage,X,accept) <=

property(gender,X,female).

decision(marriage,X,reject) <=

property(gender,X,other).

different(gender,P1,P2) <=

property(gender,P1,male),

property(gender,P2,female).

different(gender,P1,P2) <=

property(gender,P1,male),

property(gender,P2,other).

different(gender,P1,P2) <=

property(gender,P1,female),

property(gender,P2,other).

property(gender,a,male) <= true.

property(gender,b,female) <= true.

property(gender,c,other) <= true.

Output is as follows. Abductive logic programming system detects that there is a violation of
equivalence according to gender where ’a’ and ’b’ are accepted for marriage but ’c’ is rejected.
Then humans will decide whether this distinction is reasonable or not.

different(gender,b,c)

different(gender,a,b)

violation(marriage)

different(gender,a,c)

decision(marriage,a,accept)

property(gender,a,male)

decision(marriage,c,reject)

property(gender,c,other)
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decision(marriage,b,accept)

property(gender,b,female)

2.4.4 Loan Qualification

This example shows discrimination detection in the context of loan qualification. We assume
that there are two genders; male and female and we assume that people could get loan but
there are different conditions for income for each male and female applicant; if annual salary
for male is more than 3 million yen, he could get a loan but if annual salary for female is more
than 5 million yen, she could get a loan.

In this case, we need to compare two individuals (we use three constants ’a’ and ’b’ to
represent two individuals in the program below) with different values of property (gender) to
get different results.

violation(C) <=

different(Property,P1,P2),

decision(C,P1,R1),

decision(C,P2,R2),

call(\+(R1=R2)).

decision(loan,X,accept) <=

property(gender,X,male),

property(income,X,I),

greater_than_or_equal(I,3).

decision(loan,X,reject) <=

property(gender,X,male),

property(income,X,I),

less_than(I,3).

decision(loan,X,accept) <=

property(gender,X,female),

property(income,X,I),

greater_than_or_equal(I,5).

decision(loan,X,reject) <=

property(gender,X,female),

property(income,X,I),

less_than(I,5).

different(gender,P1,P2) <=

property(gender,P1,male),

property(gender,P2,female).

0 <= property(gender,P1,male), property(gender,P2,female),
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property(income,P1,I), not(property(income,P2,I)).

0 <= property(gender,P1,male), property(gender,P2,female),

property(income,P2,I), not(property(income,P1,I)).

property(gender,a,male) <= true.

property(gender,b,female) <= true.

property(income,X,I) <= abd(property(income,X,I)).

greater_than_or_equal(I,3) <= abd(greater_than_or_equal(I,3)).

greater_than_or_equal(I,5) <= abd(greater_than_or_equal(I,5)).

less_than(I,3) <= abd(less_than(I,3)).

less_than(I,5) <= abd(less_than(I,5)).

Output is as follows. The system automatically detects when discrimination occurs that is, if
the annual income for ’a’ and ’b’ are the same if the income (represented as _1246) is between
3 and 5 million yen, ’a’ is accepted but ’b’ is not. Then, humans will check whether this
distinction due to the property is reasonable or not and if it is not reasonable, it is regarded as
discrimination.

violation(loan)

decision(loan,b,reject)

less_than(_1246,5)

less_than*(_1246,5)

decision(loan,a,accept)

greater_than_or_equal(_1246,3)

greater_than_or_equal*(_1246,3)

different(gender,a,b)

property(income,a,_1246)

property*(income,a,_1246)

property(income,b,_1246)

property*(income,b,_1246)

property(gender,b,female)

property(gender,a,male)

3 Black Box Approach

3.1 Overview of the approach

The system architecture of our compliance check for “black box algorithmic law” can be seen
at Fig. 2. In an administrative procedure, people usually fill in some forms of application which
usually consists of fixed number of questionnaires and according the value of such questionnaires
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(we call them factors). Suppose that we have n-factors for a decision and for each i-factors the
government asks some a value among V 1

i ,...,V
ik
i . Then, using the answer from the applicant,

the government virtually has a decision table based on a value of n-factors whether the decision
is “accept” or “reject”. This means that we could represent the decision (for acceptance or
rejection) in a logical formula (disjunctions of conjunctions of (factor,value) pairs). Moreover,
we assume that a taxonomic relations in the values of factors so that once we find a violated
case, we generalize it into general rules of violation to avoid further violation. Then, if an new
input satisfies conditions of such violating rules, the system will warn this violation and humans
make a decision for the new input instead of using the black box algorithm.

Figure 2: The Architecture for Black Box Algorithmic Law

3.2 How to generalize a violated case

Suppose that values of i-factors are V 1
i ,...,V

ik
i . In order to generalize a violated case, we assume

that there is a tree structured relations between factors and super-factors. We assume that
there is a tree where

• We denote the root node of the tree as ⊤.

• leaf nodes are V 1
i ,...,V

ik
i .

• there is a parent (super-factor) for each node n denoted as parent(n).

We define the lowest common ancestor (LCA) (also called least common ancestor) of two nodes
v and w in a tree as the lowest (i.e. deepest) node that has both v and w as descendants
denoted as lca(v, w). For example, in the tree of Fig. 3,
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• lca(V 1
1 , V

1
1 ) is V

1
1 .

• lca(V 1
1 , V

2
1 ) is b.

• lca(V 1
1 , V

3
1 ) is a.

• lca(V 1
1 , V

4
1 ) is ⊤.

A case is represented as a tuple of m factors, ⟨V1, V2, ..., Vm⟩. Let C be a case. We denote
each value of i-th factor Vi as C[i]. Then, given a case ⟨V 1

1 , V
1
2 , ..., V

1
m⟩ (called the bottom case

denoted as Cb), we can construct a lattice whose nodes are a set of cases and which expresses
generalization relation of cases as follows.

Definition 8 Let C be a case. We define a set of cases C↑lCb
for l(1 ≤ l ≤ m) as follows:

C ′ ∈ C↑lCb
if C ′ satisfies the following condition:

• lca(Cb[l], C
′[l]) = parent(lca(Cb[l], C[l]))

• lca(Cb[j], C[j]) = lca(Cb[j], C[j]) for j ̸= l(1 ≤ j ≤ m).

Now, we construct the lattice as follows:

1. The bottom node corresponds with a set of the bottom case Cb.

2. Suppose that a node in the lattice be a set of cases N = {⟨C1, ..., Cn⟩} then we define l-th
direct upper nodes from the node as follows:

∪n
i=1 Cn↑lCb

and denoted as N↑lCb
.

Consider trees of Figs. 3 and 4 and Cb = {⟨V 1
1 , V

1
2 ⟩}. The direct upper nodes of {Cb}↑1Cb

and {Cb}↑2Cb
are {C1} and {C2, C3} respectively where C1 = ⟨V 2

1 , V
1
2 ⟩, C2 = ⟨V 1

1 , V
2
2 ⟩ and

C3 = ⟨V 1
1 , V

3
2 ⟩ since, for example,

• lca(Cb[2], C2[2]) = lca(V 1
2 , V

2
2 ) = x,

lca(Cb[2], C3[2]) = lca(V 1
2 , V

3
2 ) = x

and parent(lca(Cb[2], Cb[2])) = parent(lca(V 1
2 , V

1
2 )) = parent(V 1

2 ) = x

⊤
!!!!
HHHHHHHH

a

T
T
T
T
T
T

!!!!
b
��������

V 1
1 V 2

1 V 3
1

c

#
#
#
#
#

c
c
c
c
c

V 4
1 V 5

1

Figure 3: Tree Example1
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• lca(Cb[1], C2[1]) = lca(V 1
1 , V

1
1 ) = a

lca(Cb[1], C3[1]) = lca(V 1
1 , V

1
1 ) = a

and lca(Cb[1], Cb[1]) = lca(V 1
1 , V

1
1 ) = a

We show a tree constructed by the above definition in Fig. 5.
The node of this tree correpsonds with a tuple of super factors which represents a gener-

alization of the violated bottom case. We show such the corresponding lattice in Fig. 6 by
computing lca for each element with Cb in the tuple of node in Fig. 5. Chosen a node N in
Fig. 5, if we show all the cases in all the node N below (including N) are violated, then we
obtain a tuple of super factors which shows a set of violated cases.

To compute the most general nodes from the bottom case Cb, we need the following defini-
tion.

Definition 9 Let C be a case. We define a set of cases C↓lCb
for l(1 ≤ l ≤ m) as follows:

C ′ ∈ C↓lCb
if C ′ satisfies the following condition:

• parent(lca(Cb[l], C
′[l])) = lca(Cb[l], C[l])

• lca(Cb[j], C[j]) = lca(Cb[j], C[j]) for j ̸= l(1 ≤ j ≤ m).

Suppose that a node in the lattice be a set of cases N = {⟨C1, ..., Cn⟩} then we define l-th direct
child nodes from the node as follows:

∪n
i=1 Cn↓lCb

and denoted as N↓lCb
.

Now we show an algorithm of generalizing the bottom case in terms of violation in Fig. 7.
We call OneStepGeneralization(Cb, ) which returns maximal nodes of generalization.

3.3 Example of compliance check for decision making for giving
child rearing allowance

For example, in Japan, there are two supports for a family with children and one is “child
allowance” which supports all the families with a child under 15 years old and the other is
“child rearing allowance” a single parent family with a child under 18 years old.

⊤
��������

HHHHHHHH
x

#
#
#
#
#

c
c
c
c
c

V 1
2 V 2

2 V 3
2

y

#
#
#
#
#

c
c
c
c
c

V 4
2 V 5

2

Figure 4: Tree Example2
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The government decides acceptance of application of childrearing allowance from a parent
of a child according to the following attribute. Please note that we omit other unrelated factors
for the sake of simplicity.

• A parent receives other allowance such as disability pension,　 survivors pension or old
age pension.

• A parent does not receive any pension.

• A child is a legitimate child or an illegitimate child.

• A illegitimate child is a recognized illegitimate child or an unrecognized illegitimate child.

In the original child rearing law says that if a parent does not receive any pension and a
child is an unrecognized illegitimate child meaning that a child does not have a father legally
but the father recognized the child as his own child.

There were two litigations related with the child rearing support. The first one was a
litigation between Ms. A and the Japanese government ([14]) as follows: Ms. A is a visually
impaired person categorized as Grade 1-Type 1 in the Schedule of the National Pension Law,
and receives disability welfare pension under the said law. Ms. A has reared A, her son who
was born to her and her common-law husband on May 12, 1955, by herself since her separation
from her husband. On February 23, 1970, Ms. A applied to the Japanese Government for
the recognition of the qualification to receive child rearing allowance under the Child Rearing
Allowance Law. The government made a decision to reject the application as of March 23,
1970 on the grounds that Ms. A received disability welfare pension and therefore she was
not qualified to receive child rearing allowance under Article 4(3)(iii) of the Child Rearing
Allowance Law before amendment by Law No. 93 of 1973. The local court admitted her claim
saying that the decision is against the Japanese constitution, but the higher courts rejected her
claim. Nonetheless, after the local court decision, the government amended Article 4(3)(iii) of
the Child Rearing Allowance Law to let people to receive both of supports.

The second one was a litigation between Ms. B and the Japanese government([15]) as
follows: Ms. B conceived a child outside marriage, gave birth to it, took custody of it, and was
paid child rearing allowance as a mother who has taken a child as provided by the Enforcement
Order Article 1-2, subpara.3. However, the Japanese government made a decision to disqualify
the child as eligible for child rearing allowance on October 27, 1993, on the ground that the child
was recognised by the father on May 12, of the same year. It is because there is an exception
note about Article 1-2, subara. 3 saying that “except for a child recognised by the father”. In
this litigation, the supreme court judged that this paragraph against the constitution and this
exception has been deleted.

We would like to generalize these decision using our algorithm. We generalize this violation
using the following factor-subfactor relations.
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subfactor(receiving_pension_non_related,

[no_pension,receiving_pension]).

subfactor(receiving_pension,

[disability_pension,old_age_pension,survivors_pension]).

subfactor(child_anystatus,

[legitimate_child,illegitimate_child]).

subfactor(illegitimate_child,

[unrecognized_illegitimate_child,recognized_illegitimate_child]).

We show a tree for each factors of pension (Fig. 8) and child status (Fig. 9).
Suppose that an application from a single parent with a recognized illegitimate child below

18 who receives disability pension: [disability_pension,recognized_illegitimate_child]
is rejected. Then according to the above judgements, the decision is against the constitution
and we generalize this decision to avoid the further violation.

Then, starting from this case, we generalize to find another violated cases in a breadth first
manner using the following lattice according to factor-subfactor relation for pension and child
status. We abbreviate basic factors as follows: disability_pension as disp, old_age_pension
as oap, survivors_pension as surp, no_pension as nop, recognized_illegitimate_child
as rec, unrecognized_illegitimate_child as unrec, and legitimate_child as leg.

violate([disability_pension,recognized_illegitimate_child])

’Is ’decision([old_age_pension,recognized_illegitimate_child],reject)’ violated?’

|: y.

’Is ’decision([survivors_pension,recognized_illegitimate_child],reject)’ violated?’

|: y.

’Is ’decision([no_pension,recognized_illegitimate_child],reject)’ violated?’

|: y.

’Is ’decision([no_pension,unrecognized_illegitimate_child],accept)’ violated?’

|: n.

’Is ’decision([old_age_pension,unrecognized_illegitimate_child],reject)’ violated?’

|: y.

’Is ’decision([survivors_pension,unrecognized_illegitimate_child],reject)’ violated?’

|: y.

’Is ’decision([old_age_pension,legitimate_child],reject)’ violated?’

|: n.

’Generalized Result’

generalized([receiving_pension_non_related,recognized_illegitimate_child])

generalized([receiving_pension,illegitimate_child])

In Fig. 18, we do not need to ask user about {⟨oap, leg⟩, ⟨surp, leg⟩} since we know that
one of the lower node does not violate the constitution.
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Then, we have two generalization from {⟨disp, rec⟩}; {⟨nop, rec⟩} (which corresponds with
{⟨receiving pension non related, rec⟩} in terms of a super factor) and {⟨oap,unrec⟩, ⟨surp,unrec⟩}
(which corresponds with {⟨receiving pension, illegitimate child⟩}).

4 Conclusion

Our contribution in this paper are as follows:

• For the compliance check of the white box algorithmic laws, we propose a method of
detecting violated situations of legal rules by using abductive logic programming proof
procedure.

• For the compliance check of the black box algorithmic laws, we propose a method of
generalizing of violated case by case-based learning technique.

As a future work, we need to solve the following limitations of the proposed methods.

• For the compliance check of the white box algorithmic laws, we make two assumptions:

– We have rigorous software specification of algorithmic laws

– We can explicitly present integrity constraints for violation.

However, if we only have a programming source of the algorithm, it would be difficult to
get software specification. We need to develop a method of inversing the programming
source into logical specification. If a compliance rule is very abstract such as “secure sys-
tem”, we need to break down such abstract compliance rules into more concrete integrity
constraints (such as “the password to enter the system should consist of at least one spe-
cial symbols and should be more than seven characters”). We need to develop a method
how to break down abstract compliance rules into more concrete integrity constraints. A
kind of hybrid approach of combining various AI methods should be considered[1].

• For the compliance check of the black box algorithmic laws, we only consider yes/no
questions for generalization of concepts. However to enhance applicability we need to
extend our generalization for more complex conditions in a first-order language.

• After this research was finished in FFJ, a rapid emergence of generative AI systems has
been made a great impact to the society. These generative AI systems could be used
for advice in decision making but the systems are all black-box systems. Moreover these
advice are not only yes/no questions but written in natural language sentences so it would
become more difficult to assess the advice on whether it is against human rights. One
possibility would be to develop another generative AI system to assess the advice.
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OneStepGeneralization(ListOfNodes, AlreadyGeneralizedNodes)
ListOfNodes: Set of set of cases
AlreadyGeneralizedNodes: Set of set of cases
begin
if ListofNodes = ∅ return(maximal element(AlreadyGeneralizedNodes))
GeneralizedListOfNodes = ∅
for every N ∈ ListOfNodes do
begin
OneUpperNodes :=

∪m
l=1 N↑lCb

OneGeneralizableNodes :=
{N ′ ∈ OneUpperNodes|∪m

l=1 N
′↓lCb

⊆ AlreadyGeneralizedNodes}
for every N ′′ ∈ OneGeneralizableNodes do
begin
for every C ∈ N ′′ do
begin
ask a user whether C is violated.
end

if every C ∈ N ′′ is violated then
GeneralizedListOfNodes := GeneralizedListOfNodes ∪ {N ′′}

end
AlreadyGeneralizedNodes := AlreadyGeneralizedNodes ∪GeneralizedListOfNodes
return OneStepGeneralization(GeneralizedListOfNodes,AlreadyGeneralizedNodes)

end

Figure 7: Generalizing Violated Case
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Figure 8: Factor-Subfactor Relation (pension)
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Figure 9: Factor-Subfactor Relation (child status)
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Figure 13: Execution of Generalization (3)
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Figure 14: Execution of Generalization (4)
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Figure 15: Execution of Generalization (5)
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Figure 16: Execution of Generalization (6)
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Figure 17: Execution of Generalization (7)
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Figure 18: Execution of Generalization (8)
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Figure 19: Result of Generalization
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